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Abstract
In contexts such as teleoperation, robot reprogramming, and human-robot-interaction, and
neural prosthetics, conveying spatial commands to a robotic platform is often a limiting
factor. Currently, many applications rely on joint-angle-by-joint-angle prescriptions. This
inherently requires a large number of parameters to be specified by the user that scales
with the number of degrees of freedom on a platform, creating high bandwidth require-
ments for interfaces. This thesis presents an efficient representation of high-level, spatial
commands that specifies many joint angles with relatively few parameters based on a spa-
tial architecture. To this end, an expressive command architecture is proposed that allows
pose generation of simple motion primitives. In particular, a general method for labeling
connected platform linkages, generating a databank of user-specified poses, and mapping
between high-level spatial commands and specific platform static configurations are pre-
sented. Further, this architecture is platform- invariant where the same high-level, spatial
command can have meaning on any platform. This has the particular advantage that our
commands have meaning for human movers as well. In order to achieve this, we draw in-
spiration from Laban/Bartenieff Movement Studies, an embodied taxonomy for movement
description. The final architecture is implemented for twenty-six spatial directions on a Re-
think Robotics Baxter and an Aldebaran NAO. Two user studies have been conducted to
validate the effectiveness of the proposed framework. Lastly, a workload metric is proposed
to quantitative assess the usability of a machine interface.
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Chapter 1
Background
Robots are playing an ever increasing role in our lives with various applications in space
exploration, bomb disposal, home cleaning, disaster recovery and so on. These applica-
tions are pushing robots in unstructured environments where human intelligence exceeds
decision-making algorithms about task execution. Leveraging human intelligence can over-
come challenges posed by dynamic environments in contexts such as teleoperation in a
dynamic environment, reprogramming robotic systems in factories, and neural robot inter-
faces embedded in human bodies. However, seamless flow of interaction between human and
robots demand an intuitive interface architecture for command execution.
In this thesis, we propose a platform-invariant framework for communicating high-level
spatial intent to articulated robots. This chapter will first detail the current state of research
in this arena and then delve into the domain of arts and what roboticists could learn from it
to proceed robotics forward. Section 1.2 elaborates on current teleoperation interface prac-
tices and its challenges whereas Section 1.3 discusses Laban/Bartenieff Movement Studies
(LBMS) concepts from where this work draws inspiration from to create a rich vocabulary
of movement commands that are meaningful to humans as well as robots.
1.1 Inverse Kinematics
A platform in our work refers to robots that can articulate and/or translate in space. Any
framework that that could be applied to multiple platforms of different physical morphology
is called a platform-invariant framework. The position of all joints of the robot describes
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its shape that will be referred to as the pose of the robot. Given a desired position of a
robot’s end effector, inverse kinematics (IK) determines the joint parameters giving the pose
of the robot. IK is a well-studied problem with analytical as well as numerical solvers for
the inverse kinematics problem [1–3]. However, this problem is underdetermined so multiple
joint parameter specification can produce the same end effector position. Not all of the
produced shapes are desirable for the given task. Therefore, selecting the most desirable
shape of the pose for the robot still presents challenges. Current IK systems utilizes cost
function that minimizes a parameter such as distance from current pose or system energy
to select the desired pose of the robot. However, these criteria might not align with what
the human operator intended. Work in [4] aims at producing poses using stylized IK where
the system gives preference to poses ‘similar’ to poses in the the training set. However, this
system requires an extensive training set data.
Poses for a platform are often generated using model based approaches. Using model-
driven approaches, ideas have been explored for parameterizing robot platforms so that it
may be easier to generically analyze them. In this line of work, classical Denavit-Hartenberg
parameters for robot arms [25] and Unified Robot Description Format (URDF) [26] for any
robot are established methods that span many or all, respectively, specific platforms. Apart
from model-driven approaches, data-driven approaches have shown tremendous promise in
applications such as grasping [27,28].
1.2 Teleoperation
In current teleoperation interface, command representation, which is typically created in a
joint-angle-by-joint-angle command architecture, is often a limiting factor: either requiring
labor-intensive command creation that limits the rate of commands or resulting in high
demands on interface affordances. Some of the challenges faced in teleoperating robots can
be seen as a twofold issue: 1) lack of expressivity in command architectures and 2) disparity
2
Figure 1.1. From left to right: AR Drone quadcopter, Aldebaran NAO, and KUKA
youBot, human actor moving ‘forward’. This hand-constructed example depicts different
platforms executing the same movement idea but utilize different configuration changes to
accomplish it. Image created by: Umer Huzaifa
between humans’ perception of movement and the commands communicated to the robots
to generate movement, a sort of kinesthetic mismatch.
Teleoperation presents various challenges for the human operator with the added impedi-
ment of remote perception and manipulation [5]. Research groups are tackling this difficulty
by incorporating intuitive gaming controllers, head motion tracking, or datagloves [6–9].
Even though controlling an articulated robot with limited sets of knobs keeps the task
tractable for an operator, it limits the functional potential of a robot. For example, in the
iRobot PackBot [10], the control interface restricts simultaneous translation and arm artic-
ulation, limiting the range of motion at the disposal of the operator in order to map the
command architecture to a familiar hand held controller.
A promising approach to this issue is to formulate complex movements as a composition
of simple motion primitives. For this purpose, we need special tools for modeling and
control that abstract away low-level details of platform control. For example, specifications
phrased in temporal logic have sequenced robotic motions for a given high-level task such
as surveillance [11], urban driving [12], and stylistic movement [13]. These works rely on
abstraction that follows the over-arching aim of symbolic control [14]. For approaches to
create these objects from samples of discrete behavior, work has been done to build automata
with user queries [15, 16], leading to data-driven approaches [17]. User-inspired motion
primitives are explored in [18–24].
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In this thesis, in order to formulate a high-level motion primitive, we propose a description
of movement that is quantitative, yet independent of a particular set of actuators. In our
framework, each primitive is endowed with properties of movement that can be applied to
multiple platforms. In other words, a motion primitive should be thought of as a movement
idea that is platform-invariant and only approximated by the platform performing it. Figure
1.1 clarifies this concept by an example of high-level idea of “forward” for platforms different
in physical form. All three platforms are moving “forward” yet they are executing different
configuration to achieve this movement idea. Next, we will tackle the question of “how
should these high-level movement ideas be formalized”?
1.3 An Embodied Taxonomy for Movement
Our approach is an extension to model and data-driven approaches discussed earlier, allowing
for intuitive analogs for human movers to platform behavior. Here, we focus on the final
end configuration of a movement and intermediate steps to be defined by an independent
interpolation. In this work we will use linear interpolation. Novice “users” will generate a
desired final configuration of a platform; “super-users” will customize the command mapping
through a choreographic installation process.
In this thesis, we choose the comprehensive movement system of Laban/Bartenieff Move-
ment Studies (LBMS) [29], [30] as a source of high-level, platform-invariant movement con-
cepts. Various robotics research groups have leveraged the teachings of LBMS in their work;
however, most prior work is focused on conveying the “emotional” state of a robot [31–33].
Here, our framework takes inspiration from LBMS to develop parameters that generate a
wide array of poses.
LBMS is a taxonomy, developed by a community of dancers, choreographers, and physi-
cal therapists, that has provided a key starting point for the work in the following sections.
Firstly, it bolsters the proposed notion that high-level commands can be platform-invariant.
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Namely, the users of LBMS are human beings – each a unique platform with differences in
body part’s length, muscular structures and development, and so on. Yet, particularly in
dance, there is a notion of ‘moving in unison’ that requires that this taxonomy not prescribe
each joint angle value, but instead higher-level movement ‘ideas’ which can be translated
to individual ‘movers’ and yet be the same. Our claim is that LBMS provides a way to
compactly encapsulate an embodied perspective of movement. LBMS provides a compre-
hensive framework, from a kinesthetic perspective, for movement analysis and notation with
four broad overlapping categories: Body, Shape, Space and Effort. For the purpose of this
thesis, we will focus on the Body and Space categories to guide our approach to how humans
organize specifying the what and where of motion.
The Body1 category describes the physical part of a mover participating in a motion.
It covers 1) an anatomical naming scheme and terminology for each part and 2) combined
behaviors of different parts of the mover. In general, Body describes what changes for the
body of a mover to carry out a movement. In our work, this category inspires a flexible
template for robot morphology. In Chapter 2, a generic labeling scheme is introduced that
encompasses a large number of possible robot morphologies. This labeling scheme helps in
later chapters to organize recorded robot poses.
The Space category of LBMS describes the spatial orientation of a motion. This category
outlines a set of parameters that provide motivation for a mover to move through their
environment. In general, it specifies where in the environment does change occur for a
mover. Rudolph Laban had an almost mystic interpretation of the relationship between
a mover and spatial points in their environment which inspired him to enumerate many
different movement scales in order to train bodies to “access space”, which he termed Space
Harmony. By practicing these scales, such as the Dimensional Scale, the A-Scale, the B-
Scale, and the Diagonal Scale, Laban felt that movers could regain balance in their movement
patterns by more thoroughly spanning the points in “the space that can be reached by easily
1Here, we will capitalize terms used from LBMS so as to distinguish them from their colloquial usages.
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extended limbs” [34] or their Kinespheres. With practice, movers could create a sort of a
movement muscle memory strengthening spatial awareness. This idea is important for our
work in providing a method for movers to access space around them with greater clarity.
Thus, the Body and Space categories are inherently interlinked. The body part involved
in the movement is described by the Body category and the Space category specifies the
proximity and the spatial direction in which a motion takes place. More importantly, this
system explicates the fact that moving toward a spatial pull requires a complex body artic-
ulation. In LBMS, this is practiced by movers via spatial scales that help individuals refine
their so called access to space. This highlights an important concept utilized in our work
which is that access to Space is a learned, even trained, function achieved through Body
articulation. In LBMS, this is seen through the practice of movement scales, which outline a
greater variety of Body-to-Space relationships than may be familiar or habitually visited by
a mover. In ballet, this is also seen through the practice of precise body positioning relative
to the stage space [35]. Our work explicates this idea for artificial agents.
To summarize, this chapter explored the current limitations of command interface of
teleoperation systems and how ideas from dance theory can help reduce some of these limi-
tations. In the next chapter, we will describe the quantitative architecture we have developed
to specify platform-invariant spatial robotic commands to generate movement.
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Chapter 2
Platform Labeling Scheme
Different robotic platforms have different morphology from humaniod robots such as ASIMO
[36] and NAO [37], quadruple robot Cheetah [38] to wheeled robots such as Roomba [39]. A
framework for generating movement in robots that is independent of platform specifications
will provide immense value. To this end, we developed a labeling scheme that is generic
enough to be mapped onto any platform, be it a mobile platform capable of locomotion but
no articulation or a highly articulate asymmetric platform composed of multiple links. The
work presented in this chapter provides an extension to current platform-invariant labeling
scheme of Unified Robot Description Format (URDF). Section 2.1 presents a generic labeling
scheme to describe a platform. Next, Section 2.2 presents a modified description format that
will be useful in specifying multiple links efficiently in our framework.
2.1 Platform Description
We developed a method to describe robotic platforms in a hierarchical manner that will be
leveraged in the later chapters. In particular, this labeling sorts robotic platform components
into a few key categories that we deem needed for expressive shape evolution of the robotic
platforms. Individual body components won’t have a single label but could have multiple
labels depending on the position in the hierarchy. For example, a movement involving the
full arm also includes the forearm so the forearm is included in the label for the whole arm
and just the forearm. First, note our terminology for the configuration space of the platform
as P which is the pose of the platform as given by all joint positions. This discrete state
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space contains all kinematically possible robot configurations, i.e., it is the product space
of all possible degrees of freedom, discretized by the actuator precision of each degree of
freedom. Thus, for a platform with M degrees of freedom, if pimin and pimax are the joint
angle limits with resolution approximated as inci, then P = {p1min, p1min+inc1, . . . , p1max}×
...× {pMmin, pMmin + incM , . . . , pMmax}.
In addition, we will enumerate three sets to group labels for the physical parts of a
platform that will execute motion primitives: C, L, and J , where C is a set of labels for the
collection of parts that forms the platform’s core, L is a set of labels for linkages that create
a distinct platform shape in the environment, and J is a corresponding set of labels for the
joints that articulate the groupings of links. Each element in these sets has a unique name.
The most basic component, to any moving platform is the core. This element represents
the most centrally located pieces of the platform that must translate through space if the
platform is to change locations with respect to a global, inertial frame. Thus, a platform core
corresponds closely with the center of mass of the platform (as is the case in the colloquial
notion of core in the human body).
On most platforms, this point is located within a rigid body. For platform labeling, we
propose for the set C to contain a label for that physical linkage containing the center of
mass. In some robots, this core will thus contain moving linkages (i.e., wheels) as well. Such
mechanisms do not contribute to the expressivity of the platform in its environment but
provide a means of locomotion. Consider Khepera IV robot that contains only two degrees
of freedom, being two wheels housed in its base. To achieve a labeling useful for high-level,
platform-invariant commands, the label may be assigned to the whole extent of the robot as
core in set C. Since, this platform can’t articulate in space, P is empty.
Next, a platform may have linkages that extend from the platform. Labels for these
other links in the robot platform, L, are named limb i where i will indicate, using core ∈ C
as a root, the position of the limb in a hierarchical tree. In particular, a label needs to be
produced that applies to each possible subtree of the platform creating labeling overlap for
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limb_11
distal_11
distal_1
distal_22
distal_21
distal_23
limb_22
limb_21
limb_23
c_1
c_2
C
(a)
...
(b) (c)
Figure 2.1. A hierarchical, redundant platform labeling is introduced: (a) an asymmetric
platform morphology with multiple parts in core and multiple links connected to core;
labels for C, J , and L are shown; (b) a partial sample of the corresponding eURDF code
where there are three sets of labels in Body part category: core, link(s) and joint labels;
and (c) the corresponding URDF where individual link and joint location gets assigned a
unique label.
individual links. The set J contains corresponding labels that describes each joint location
consisting of a single or multiple joints. Each joint location is labeled as distal i where i
matches the index of the associated limb, leaving a label for a final contact point or terminal
end effector.
For Khepera IV robot J and L will be empty, reflecting the fact that this platform cannot
articulate in its environment. On the other hand, human movers, which have multiple links
in the core and several layers of subtrees available in their limbs, will have large sets of labels
for C, L, and J .
2.2 Expressive Unified Robot Description Format
(eURDF)
Using the above labeling, we are interested in a scheme that provides expandable and over-
lapping labeling of body parts. To this end, we have modified the widely used description
format URDF. In this format, individual parts of a robot are described in an xml-like for-
mat with properties such as parents and children links for a particular robot part. Our
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scheme appends to this system assigning broader, overlapping labels that will be needed for
high-level command design described in the next section.
The modified URDF includes a Body part label for each robot link and joint and will be
referred to as Expressive Unified Robot Description Format (eURDF) from here onwards.
In our eURDF mapping scheme, we need following information for each platform:
• Robot model description indicating joints, links, their limits and their locations, (i.e.
information in the classical URDF, which implies P ).
• Overlapping label sets C, J , and L for generating high-level commands.
A comparison of an eURDF and an URDF file is shown in Fig. 2.1 corresponding to an
example platform morphology. The URDF contains unique labels for individual links, cores,
and joints. On the other hand, eURDF provides an overlapping, flexible labeling for the
given platform. The platform under consideration has two parts c1 and c2 connected via
joint distal1 signifying the core of the platform as shown by the dotted line around them.
There are two sets of links connected to the core. All subtrees of links are assigned a label
resulting in individual links containing multiple labels. For this platform, the links form four
subtrees corresponding to four joint. Thus, the platform parameters (C, J, L, P ) are:
C = {c 1, c 2}
J = {distal 1, distal 11, distal 21, distal 22, distal 23}
L = {limb 11, limb 21, limb 22, limb 23}
P = {p1min, . . . , p1max} × {p2min, . . . , p2max} × . . .× {p5min, . . . , p5max}
To summarize, this chapter explained a redundant labeling scheme for any platform
composed of core and/or joints. To generate movement in robotic platform, the instructions
given will be about a specific body part as labeled according to this scheme. In the next
chapter, we will explore the next piece of the framework namely specifying spatial attributes
for a pose in a movement sequence.
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Chapter 3
Spatial Representation
With the overlapping labeling scheme outlined in Chapter 2, we now formulate a way to
generate a set of high-level, spatial commands that will be meaningful for any platform
equipped with this labeling. Figure 1.1 shows an example of spatial representation of forward
for three physically different platforms. In this chapter, we will formulate the parameters
for these high-level spatial commands to specify a platform-invariant motion primitive.
Section 3.1 will propose parameters for specifying spatial commands whose space encap-
sulates a virtual space-access model (VSAM). In particular, an embodied configuration library
(ECL), a database containing mapping between these spatial commands and platform pose,
will be defined and a general method for generating it will be presented in Section 3.2. The
database will be customizable for different tasks and platforms by super-users and will en-
able high-level spatial sampling of the platform pose space P by users with a relatively few
number of parameters compared to parameters in joint-angle-by-joint-angle control.
3.1 Virtual Space-access Model (VSAM)
We relate platform articulation to local virtual geometric spaces within reach of the platform
using a virtual space-access model (VSAM). Relative to the origin, o ∈ ko, a limb l ∈ L can
move in any spatial direction d ∈ kd to generate a pose. A spatial direction example could
be the z − axis of a body reference frame. A VSAM is indexed by a parameter called size,
s ∈ ks, starting at 1; each discrete pose thereafter will receive an id incremented by one
with the final pose in the library defining the farthest reach the platform can articulate
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for a particular VSAM, (o, d, kmax). As outlined for a soldier using a PackBot teleoperated
robot in Section 1.2 and as seen in the practice of movement scales in LBMS described
in Section 1.3, commands in space can be meaningful for both core translation and body
articulation. Instead of switching between locomotion and articulation, operator could could
achieve both with just one joystick. At kmax + x the platform must translate according to a
vector x via a locomotion mode (if any available) in order to fulfill the command. Fig. 3.1
shows an example of VSAM with varying sizes, established directions, and origin locations
for platform shown in Fig. 2.1. Thus, the triplet (ko, kd, ks) defines a VSAM. Different
VSAMs could be used for different application.
The input to this framework is the set of parameters (l, o, d, s) which outputs a unique
joint configuration of the platform referred to as pose, p ∈ P . We’ll call the space of all
possible such parameters the space of “user parameters” UP . Then, function defined by the
database maps the user parameters to a unique pose or fSB : UP → P .
p = fSB(l, o, d, s) =

p1
p2
...
pM

(3.1.1)
3.2 Embodied Configuration Library (ECL)
We will take a data-driven approach to map between a particular platform pose and high-
level pose command. A large database of poses, called Embided Configuration Library
(ECL), is generated corresponding to the input specification of the mapping function, fSB.
This library is created corresponding to platform parameters (C, J, L, P ) and super-user
parameters (ko, kd, ks). By querying the database, a specific pose required in the motion
primitive could be retrieved via user parameters (l, o, d, s). This creates a hierarchy where a
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d1
o2, s2
o3, s3
d1
d1
o1, s1
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6
d7
d8
Figure 3.1. This figure illustrates three instantiations of VSAMs of varying sizes s1, s2, and
s3 and origin locations o1, o2, and o3 for directions d1, . . . , d8 around the platform (pictured
twice) of Fig 2.1. These virtual models will determine the form of a set of high-level spatial
commands for the platform.
super-user may “install” a platform into the system using the desired spatial parameters.
Even a non-technical user could choreograph the system to fit a particular application or
notion of directionality. Then, a user can quickly access the stored mapping via only four pa-
rameters, (l, o, d, s). For highly articulated platforms that contain many degree-of-freedom,
this may result in significant decrease in complexity to create useful robot configurations.
Motion is then generated by interpolation of the current pose to the user-specified final
pose. This can be achieved using existing path planning methods [40,41] and commercially
available on-board controllers.
The ECL of a platform is defined by both the platform description (C, J, L, P ) and the
VSAM (ko, kd, ks), taking the form of a database of poses in terms of joint positions for a
platform corresponding to user parameters, (l, o, d, s). This database relates joint positions
to spatial directions, d ∈ kd, for different body parts l ∈ L with origins o ∈ ko, indexed by
an implied size, s ∈ ks. This data storage allows a user to specify a platform pose via high-
level spatial parameters through a separately designed interface, allowing the user to provide
the final pose in terms of joint positions, (p1, ..., pM)
T ∈ P , for the platform, (C,L, J, P ).
These poses can be generated by either manually moving each body part and automatically
recording the poses or via some other method. We favor a “learning-from-demonstration”
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approach where non-technical users can manipulate the robot to create the ECL. The library
is generated following the sequence of steps outlined in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Process for creating a spatial databank ECL(C,L, J, P, ko, kd, ks) for platform
(C,L, J, P )
INPUT: Off-line: super-user parameters (ko, kd, ks); on-line: user-parameters d
OUTPUT: Off-line: fSB : UP → P ; online: (p1, ..., pM)T
Require:
1: for each pair o ∈ ko and l ∈ L do
2: Select the subtree defined by l for manipulation relative to the super-user designed o
3: Save entry (k-id,o,l) in database table virtual space-access model
4: for each d ∈ kd do
5: Move selected subtree through each direction d ∈ kd from the “neutral” pose to the
pose that should be associated with ksmax(d, o) where pose is given by (p1, ..., pM)
T
and entry d is stored in virtual space-access model table
6: for each pose specified by the super-user do
7: Save each pose in database table pose entry (p-id,k-id,p1,...pM), entering
a null value for any p ∈ P that is not part of the active l; note: the assigned
sequential integer corresponding to s ∈ ks along with k-id, forms the table’s
primary key, (p-id, k-id). The primary key of vsam is the foreign key for pose,
k-id
8: end for
9: The last pose for each is saved as ksmax(d, o)
10: end for
11: end for
Ensure:
1: User specifies high-level spatial command (o, l, d, s) via a particular interface.
pnext = fSB(l, o, d, s) (3.2.1)
2: Platform moves from current pose, pcurrent, to next pose, pnext.
The pose data collected is arranged in a table format such that each row of the table
represents a pose corresponding to a specific VSAM size, origin, and spatial pull for a
platform. The database consists of two entities (to be implemented as two tables) vsam and
pose as shown in Fig. 3.2 and will be implemented so as to avoid redundancy in the final
database architecture as in [42]. These entities have a many-to-one relationship where many
poses get associated to a single origin and direction pair and are linked via the k-id and
p-id attributes, which correspond to the notion of VSAM size s ∈ ks. In each row, joint
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vsam
(k-id,origin,
direction,link)
pose
(p-id,k-id,
p1,…pm)
defines
Figure 3.2. This figure shows an entity-relation (ER) diagram for the ECL. The databank
provides a computational definition for fSB(·), mapping user parameters to pre-stored
platform configurations.
positions that are not in the body part under consideration are null. Rows can be joined in
order to create compound poses involving different body parts around multiple origins.
To conclude, this chapter detailed spatial representation of a pose via four user param-
eters (l, o, d, s). The static pose then is extracted from super-user defined library, ECL.
Linear interpolation between these retrieved poses generates movement. Next, we will delve
into how multiple platforms can be “installed” on this framework highlighting its platform-
invariant characteristic.
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Chapter 4
Framework Implementation
This chapter details the implementation of framework presented in Chapters 2 and 3 on two
different platforms highlighting the system’s platform-invariance characteristics. The two
platforms under consideration are: Rethink Robotics Baxter and Aldebaran NAO humanoid.
The choice of platform was dictated by the availability of platform in our research lab. Any
platform could be installed in the framework using steps presented next. Moreover, virtual
reality systems could be leveraged for using a wide variety of platforms in this framework.
In Section 4.1, each platform is labeled by listing (C, J, L, P ) as explained in Chapter
2. Next, super-user parameters, (ko, kd, ks) are detailed for each platform. For spatial
directions, kd, Laban’s 27 directional-points as shown in Fig. 4.2 have been used. These
points provide 26 spatial directions relative to the origin of VSAM that a body part will
move to generate a pose. Lastly, section 4.2 details how a super-user could generate ECL
for the given platforms and how users could retrieve poses from the said ECL using sparse
parameters and with minimal technical training.
4.1 Platform Description
The first robot that will be installed in our framework is Baxter. Baxter is a two-armed,
stationary robot designed for repetitive industrial tasks. Following labeling scheme described
in Chapter 2, Baxter is labeled as shown in the Fig. 4.1a. Only left-half of the image is
labeled to avoid cluttering and right-half could be labeled by following platform symmetry.
The platform description for the Baxter robot is identified by (C, J, L, P )Baxter. CBaxter is
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1. This figure shows labeling scheme for NAO and Baxter following the framework
detailed in Chapter 2. Because of the symmetric nature of the robots only limited parts
are labeled. Blue text indicates labels for link groups and green text are labels for VSAM
origins at joint positions.
the set containing all the parts associated with core. Since there is no core actuation, there
is only one element in set CBaxter. Set JBaxter consists of all six joint locations of Baxter
three in each arm not including the gripper joints. All labels for body parts are enlisted
in set LBaxter. There are three body parts in arm. Fig. 4.1a shows overlapping in labels
for individual links in Baxter’s right arm. Set PBaxter specifies a discrete space of possible
Baxter poses in terms of 14 joint angles. The sets of platform parameters for Baxter are:
CBaxter = {c 1}
JBaxter = {distal 11, . . . , distal 13, distal 21, . . . , distal 23}
LBaxter = {limb 11, . . . , limb 13, limb 21, . . . , limb 23}
PBaxter = {p1min, . . . , p1max} × {p2min, . . . , p2max} × . . .× {p14min, . . . , p14max}
The second platform is a humanoid robot called NAO that was created for research and
educational purposes. Following the same labeling scheme, the NAO robot is labeled as
shown in the figure 4.1b. This platform is identified by (C, J, L, P )NAO. CNAO is the set
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containing all parts associated with core. NAO also has no core actuation so there is only
one element in set. Set JNAO consists of all nine joint locations of NAO not including the
end effector joints. The joint locations are labeled in green in figure 4.1b. All labels for
body parts are enlisted in set LNAO. Fig. 4.1b shows overlap in labels for individual links
in NAO’s left arm and right leg. Set PNAO specifies a discrete space of possible NAO poses
in terms of 26 joint angles. Following are the sets of platform parameters for NAO:
CNAO = {c 1}
JNAO = {distal 11, . . . , distal 51, distal 12, . . . , distal 42}
LNAO = {limb 11, . . . , limb 51, limb 12, . . . , limb 42}
PNAO = {p1min, . . . , p1max} × {p2min, . . . , p2max} × . . .× {p26min, . . . , p26max}
4.2 ECL Creation
After detailing platform description, the next step is to define the VSAM parameters. For
this particular instantiation, LBMS-inpired spatial ideas will be used. The super-user spec-
ified parameters that define the VSAM are: (ko, kd, ks)Laban−26 where the subscript reflects
the origin of this particular VSAM. The set of origins, ko, for each robot is the same as the
set of joints, J , koLaban−26 = J . Note that the origins picked are not on individual joints
but on joint locations which can contain single or multiple joints as depicted by circles in
Fig. 4.1. For each Baxter arm, three origins are picked which divide the arm into three
link groups (indicated in different shades in the Fig. 4.1a). On the other hand, for NAO’s
each arm and leg, two origins are picked which divide them into two link groups (indi-
cated in different shades in the Fig. 4.1b). Similarly, VSAM sizes are specified in the set
ksLaban−26 = {1, . . . , kmax} where kmax = 10T indicating a maximum size stored in time T
with data sampling rate of 10 samples/second used to store pose in each spatial direction.
The set of directions used are kdLaban−26 ={Left-Forward-High, . . ., Right-Back-Low}
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Figure 4.2. This figure shows the choice for directions, kd, for the VSAM in the example
implementation. These are the 27 direction symbols from LBMS used in Motif and
Labanotation. Each is inherently relative with respect to a human body reference frame.
which are Laban’s 26 spatial directions as listed in Fig. 4.2. Note that for limb 13 for Baxter,
there are only three spatial pulls namely: Left-High, Forward-Middle, Right-forward-Low.
Similarly, for limb 23, there are three spatial directions namely: Right-High, Forward-Middle
and Left-Forward-Low. Similarly, NAO’s limb 51 (head) is capable of moving in only five
spatial directions namely: Place High, Place Middle, Place Low, Left-Middle, Right-middle.
Spatial directions causing dynamic instability in NAO were not recorded for all the links in
legs. Moreover, NAO is a mobile platform so the library also includes the case for translation
in eight directions where c1 is VSAM’s origin as well as Body part. These eight directions
are the spatial pulls from Middle level as shown in Fig. 4.2. These are examples of design
decisions made for ECL creation of these two platforms.
Using (C, J, L, P ) of each platform and (ko, kd, ks)Laban−26, Algorithm 1 outlines the series
of steps performed by the super-user to generate ECL and how a user could generate an
embodied configuration via sparse user parameters, (l, o, d, s). In this case, this was generated
through direct manipulation of the robot limbs. Figure 4.3 shows image of a super-user
physically manipulating Baxter’s arm to record a static pose. Fig. 4.4 shows excerpt from
ECLs of both platforms. The ECL stores mapping between user parameters to pre-stored
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.3. This figure shows images of a “super-user” physically manipulating Baxter’s
arm to record static poses for its ECL following procedure outlined in Algorithm 1.
platform configuration. For Baxter robot, the number of columns in the pose table will be
14 for each degree of freedom along with 2 columns for p− id and k − id. As for NAO, the
pose table will have 26 columns in addition to 2 columns for p− id and k − id.
Using ECLs created for NAO and Baxter, a user can retrieve any pose via an interface
by specifying sparse parameters. For example, for a high-level command of raising right
arm in Left-High direction, the user specifies the body part labeled limb 11, VSAM’s origin
at distal 11 with spatial direction Left-High and size of 3 (maximum size stored) using the
framework of Eq. 3.1.1. The output of specifying these parameters can be observed in
Fig. 4.5 as compared to a human subject executing the same high-level instruction. A pose
of Left-High for body part labeled limb 11 in both Baxter and NAO robots is observed.
The high-level spatial instruction that generated pose in the robotic platforms also has
meaning for the human actor as the vocabulary used in the instruction is consistent with
how humans think about movement. This command framework provides consistency between
how humans think about movement and the movement commands that are communicated to
robotics platforms. The platform-invariant nature of this framework is highlighted in using
the same set of commands to produce a pose that would otherwise require different scaling
of parameters for physically different platforms.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4. This figure show sections of both databases corresponding to the ECL
implementation as explained in Fig. 3.2: (a) excerpt from Baxter’s implementation and (b)
excerpt from NAO’s implementation.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.5. Poses defined by architecture: (a)-(c) show the neutral home pose for a human
mover, Baxter, and NAO, in this implementation; (d)-(e) show the output pose for the
same user input, (distal 11, limb 11, Left-High, 3). The high-level instruction has
meaning not only for the robotic platforms but also for the human actor. Even though the
platforms are physically different, they all raised leftmost, upper subtree of their structure
up and to the left direction, to the maximum extent for the given user command. The
mapping defined here is extensible and flexible.
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4.3 Integration with Robot Choreography Center
To demonstrate the simplicity of generating embodied movements via sparse parameters in
our framework, we integrated our framework on a MATLAB based Graphical User Interface
(GUI), named Robot Choreography Center (RCC) that was developed previously in the lab.
RCC, as shown in Figure 4.6, is a platform-independent interface and allows novice users to
control movement intent for robots. For our purposes, we will specify virtual space access
model (VSAM) parameters to control spatial intent robotic platforms. RCC is hosted on a
DELL Precision T1700 desktop workstation with Linux Ubuntu. ROS Indigo is installed on
the system to allow communication with the robots and Robotics Systems Toolbox. Version
1.3 was installed on MATLAB for simulation purposes.
Currently, two platforms, namely Baxter and NAO, have been installed on RCC. In
the interface, the user selects the platform of interest. In Figure 4.6, the platform under
consideration is Baxter. Next, the user specifies body part, VSAM size and origin, and spatial
pull from pull down menus. The additional parameters on the interface are future extensions
to the project and can be ignored for the purpose of this thesis. After parameter selection,
the user clicks on Run Simulation button, to visualize the movement corresponding to the
pose selected on platform simulation as well as the corresponding joint angle trajectories.
Replay button could be used in the event that the user wants to view the simulation again
without running the whole program. Once the user is satisfied with the simulation, Run
on platform button can be clicked to view the movement on the physical platform. It is
recommended to play each movement on the simulation before running on the platform to
prevent any unexpected movement execution on the actual platform that might damage it.
Since RCC is built in a compact and concise manner, user is limited to select one body
part and its direction at a time. The Continue and Done buttons allow users to store
multiple body part poses for the full body pose in the movement sequence before running
it on the platform. By clicking Continue, user will select additional limbs and its direction
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Figure 4.6. This figure shows screen capture of Robot Choreography Center (RCC), an
interface that allows user to specify user parameters and run the movement sequence in
simulation as well the physical platform.
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for current pose. Once user is satisfied with the selection of desired body parts and their
directions for the current pose, Done button is pressed to store the next pose for the current
movement sequence. Before user actually run the sequences on platform, the selected limbs
and directions are displayed on command window on MATLAB, and one line space is shown
between poses commands of full body movements. The platform always starts movement
from its initial assigned position before performing the selected sequences. Figure 4.5b and
4.5c shows the initial pose choice for Baxter and NAO respectively. Moreover, user could
clear the stored sequence by clicking Move From Default Pose Instead of Current Pose
and restore the platform to play next movement sequence from the initial pose.
RCC allows a novice user to intuitive control a robotic platform without memorizing
framework parameters or joint angle information about the platform. Even though it is still
a research interface, it serves as the first step towards creating a physical controller composed
of buttons to communicate movement intent to robot without specifying each joint angle
information individually. The user is not required to have any prior programming training,
only minimal training regarding the functionality of different options is suffice to get started
with the interface.
To summarize, this chapter explained implementation of framework proposed in the
thesis on NAO and Baxter robot. The super-user details the platform description along
with VSAM and creates the ECL corresponding to each platform. Afterwards, a user can
retrieve any static pose in the ECL via sparse parameters. The RCC is introduced as the
interface to specify these parameters. Next, the framework is put to test by conducting a
user study to evaluate whether the movement generated by sequencing poses retrieved from
ECL via these sparse parameter is similar in stylistic intent to a human actor performing
the motion.
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Chapter 5
Framework Validation
This chapter describes a user study conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
framework to generate movement for robotic platforms using high-level instructions that are
meaningful to humans as well. Section 5.1 provides background on the volunteers participant
followed by design of the user study in Section 5.2. Lastly, Section 5.3 presents the results
of the user study along with discussion.
5.1 Participants
Nine participants (7 females and 2 males between ages 19 and 29 years) from University
of Illinois were recruited by advertising through fliers. Five out nine participants answered
as having no prior knowledge of LBMS and out of the remaining four, one participant had
received less than ten hours of training with a Certified Movement Analyst before. Prior
movement experience in the group of volunteers ranged from no sports experience to dancing
in marching band, climbing, yoga, Taekwondo and video gaming. During recruitment, there
was no restriction placed on volunteer’s technical or movement background. The partici-
pant’s departments included psychology, computer science, bioengineering and mechanical
engineering. The only restriction placed during recruitment was on the age of the participant
to be between 18 and 65.
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Figure 5.1. This figure shows the summary slide for the participants for reference while
they crafted their movement.
5.2 User Study Design
The user study (IRB Protocol number: 16225) was designed to be conducted in two parts.
In the first part, an expert in LBMS, a Certified Movement Analyst (CMA), conducted a
30-minute training session with the volunteers to equip them with vocabulary to describe
movement in a compact manner. Figure 5.1 shows image of the summary slide of the presen-
tation. Relevant concepts about Space and Body along with their symbolic representation
were explained. Participants moved around in three different reach spaces around their body:
near-reach, middle-reach and far-reach. Moreover, Laban’s twenty-seven spatial pulls as de-
picted in Fig. 4.2 were introduced as a spatial representation in which motion takes place. A
simplified Motif representation was explained to represent movement in a compact manner.
Afterwards, participants practiced moving around in their environment experimenting with
different spatial pulls, body parts involved and vicinities in which movement can happen.
After the training and practice session, the participants were requested to ‘create a
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movement phrase, using your new vocabulary’ in the context of either a restaurant hostess,
tour guide or dancer, incorporating four movements in their sequence. After designing
the movement, the participants had to provide a written description in English, a motif
representation and a video recording of their movement sequence. Figure 5.2a shows images
captured at four poses in the movement video collected from one participant. At the end of
this session, participants filled in a questionnaire to give feedback if the training given was
adequate to phrase an embodied movement sequence.
The average rating for participant satisfaction about the training was 4.6 out of 5 with
a standard deviation of 0.7 indicating that participants felt confident to create movement
sequence for given contexts. This minimal training could easily have been extended to a few
hours, representing a very reasonable time-frame for training an operator on a new system.
Given the limited training session, users did make some errors in their usage of the taxonomy,
which were corrected by the team via video observation.
Afterwards, the Motifs were corrected as needed, e.g., a symbol for fingers replaced with
one for whole arm, and converted to high-level user command of (l, o, d, s). Figure 5.2b
shows an example of motif provided by the participant and the resulting user commands.
Each body part movement requires a command of four parameters. As the given movement
sequence involved both arms of the participant and had four poses, there are a total of
2x4 = 8 commands. In the instance where only one arm is moving, giving command for the
other arm is not necessary.
From these input commands, the proposed framework generated movement on two differ-
ent robotic platforms: NAO and Baxter. Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b shows images captured
from movement execution on NAO and Baxter corresponding to the user commands trans-
lated from human actor’s movement in 5.2a. Similarly, Figure 5.3a shows images captured
from movement execution on Baxter corresponding to the user commands translated for
each human actor’s movement. Videos were recorded of the movement execution of both
platforms to be used in the next part of the user study. The video speeds were not modified,
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and as a result Baxter, which moves slow compared to NAO, had longer videos than NAO’s
execution. Appendix A contains volunteer’s responses containing their Motif and English
description of their movement.
Next, for the second part of the user study, participants were shown videos of movement
execution on both robots and were asked to evaluate if the movement looked the ‘same’ as
what they intended. Each participant not only viewed his/her own movement but the move-
ment sequences of other participants. This part of the user study was conducted remotely
using SurveyMonkey questionnaires. Eight out of nine original participants responded. The
questions asked for each robot’s execution were:
• Did the platform execution capture your intended style of movement? In other words,
would this movement sequence look appropriate in your selected context? [Yes or No]
• What important aspect did the execution miss? What are the similarities between
your execution and platform’s execution? [Free response]
• Remembering that the robotic platform is limited in its movement capability, please
rate how similar the execution seemed ‘in spirit’ to your movement in the video. [1
(Not Similar), 2, 3, 4, 5 (Very Similar)]
Also, in the questionnaire, the participant were first quizzed about the context of their
own movement to refresh their memory. Furthermore, since not all participants had a
technical background in robotics, they were given a primer on limitation and range of motion
of the two robotic platforms. Afterwards, they were quizzed on their new knowledge to ensure
that they had the relevant background to evaluate the two platforms.
5.3 Results and Discussion
Eight out of the original nine participants that designed the movement sequence in the
first part of the user study participated in the second part of the study. Out of the eight
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2. This figure shows data collected in the user study from each participant:
images of participant’s movement sequence and its (original and corrected) Motif
representation. The figure also shows high-level user commands translated from the given
Motif to match the movement recording of the participant.
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(b)
Figure 5.3. Execution of movement given in Fig. 5.2a on two platforms: Baxter and NAO.
participants, four selected tour guide, two selected restaurant hostess and the remaining
three picked dancer. All eight of the volunteers responded ‘Yes’ that the execution captured
their intended style of movement for NAO’s execution. However, for Baxter, two participants
out of the eight responded ‘No’. The differences they provided was that the execution was
missing ‘curv[ature] of the arms’ and ‘movement of head’.
Some common comments by participants about similarities between their movement and
each robot’s adaption of their movement were: ‘Reach of the arms and closeness’, ‘same
limb and head movements (for NAO)’, ‘the poses taken by the robot were very similar’ and
‘the poses looked like dance moves’. On the other hand, some of the comments about the
differences in execution were: ‘speed: robot is too slow, hands: robot does not look like it is
grasping objects’, and ‘there’s no legs or head movement’.
The results of participants rating similarity between their own movement and robot’s
movement execution is captured in Fig. 5.4. For Baxter, the highest and lowest rating
received was 2 and 5 respectively. The human movement that received a rating of ‘5’ for
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4. User rating of how similar the robot movement execution was compared to
their own movement on a scale of 1 to 5 where 5 was the highest rating. For NAO, our
framework performed especially well in generating movement as can be seen from a high
rating of 4 by 75% of the participants.
Baxter consisted of clear directional arm movements as well as leg movements. Participant
did observe that leg movements could not be translated to the robot as it has no legs but
he/she were satisfied with the arm movements. For NAO’s execution, six out of the eight
participants gave the executions a rating of 4 with the remaining giving a rating of 3. One
reason that 75% of participants gave NAO a high rating of 4 could be that it is perceived
as more similar in shape to a human than Baxter.
The participants also evaluated other participant’s movement execution on the robots.
Figure 5.5 shows histogram of how many participant answered ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ if the robot
execution was successful in capturing the style of human actor’s movement sequence. For
both platforms, execution one received more ‘No’ than ‘Yes’. For this execution, there
was leg movement involved that was not captured on the platforms. The super-user could
have incorporated that in the ECL of NAO to improve user response about the movement
execution. Movement six in NAO’s case also had higher red bar than green bar. Participants
mentioned that ‘handing out the menu (movement) didn’t seem to capture the essence of it’.
This indicates that functional tasks such as handing out menus are not the strength of an
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5. Histograms show user responses to if the execution captured the intended style
of movement. For 83% of the movements, more participants responded ‘Yes’ than ‘No’. For
movement seven for Baxter, and seven and nine for NAO, the participants agreed
unanimously that the movement execution on the respective platform captured the gist of
human actor’s movement.
ECL based on Laban’s 26 spatial directions. All remaining movements for both platforms had
higher green bars than red bars. For movement seven for both platform and movement nine
for NAO, all participants unanimously agreed that the execution on the platform captured
the intended style of movement of the human actor’s execution.
Figure 5.6 shows the average rating that each movement received from all participants.
In case of Baxter, six out of nice human actor movements received an average rating of 3 or
higher. On the other hand, seven out of nine movements received an average rating of 3 or
higher for movement execution on NAO.
As for 15 out of 18 executions (83%), majority of the participants agreed that the move-
ment execution on the robots captured the movement intent of the human actor, validates
that the proposed framework is successful in generating platform-invariant movement via
high-level commands. Further, our users submitted to a relatively short training session and
did not need to learn technical details of the architecture in order to participate.
This chapter presented a user study to evaluate if movement sequence generated by
human actors is similar in stylistic intent to movement execution by a robotic platform
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Figure 5.6. This figure shows histograms for participant’s rating of how similar was robot’s
movement execution to human actor’s movement execution. The rating scale is from 1 to 5
with 1 representing not similar movements and 5 representing very similar movements. For
Baxter, six out of nine movements received an average rating higher than 3. For NAO,
seven out of 9 received an average rating higher than 3 with four executions having an
average rating of four and above.
following the framework described in this thesis. For 83% of the movements, more partici-
pants responded ‘Yes’ than ‘No’ validating that the proposed framework generates embodied
movements via platform-invariant spatial commands. Nontechnical users The next chapter
will touch on the future extensions for the proposed framework.
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Chapter 6
Future Work
In this thesis, we showed how LBMS parameters of Body and Space provided “high-level”
movement ideas upon which we devised a platform-invariant framework that we showed
to be successful via user study in generating embodied movements in robotic platform.
Our framework provides command structure for simultaneous articulation and translation
through space. Doing so reduces command complexity for controlling platforms that are
capable of articulation as well as translation in space such as the iRobot PackBot where
currently, a user has to pick one mode at a time. The reachable space for such platforms
using our framework will be ECLplatform × (d1 ∪ d2 ∪ . . .∪ d8) where d1 . . . d8 represents the
our arbitrary design choice of eight directions for platform translation.
Moreover, in our work, we have differentiated between two groups of users for this frame-
work: a super-user who would exercise design choices in building the VSAMs and a user
who benefits from this design through the use of a high-level command architecture. In our
implementation, we want to provide a flexible system that accommodates the level of control
the user wants to exercise over the system by introducing abstraction layers.
We have presented a hierarchical, overlapping labeling scheme in Chapter 2 that identi-
fies segments of a platform that can be articulated in space. This scheme is then leveraged
to produce a data-driven mapping between high-level spatial commands and platform con-
figuration as shown in Chapter 3. The framework is extensible and can support any future
platforms even with increasing (or decreasing) degrees of freedom through super-user design.
Next, we have demonstrated the efficacy through an implementation for Laban-inspired
spatial pulls on the Baxter and NAO platforms. The implemented example shows how to
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produce broad, coarse movements using few parameters. Non-humanoid platforms could be
installed on the framework to further highlight the platform-invariant nature of the proposed
framework. Moreover, Virtual Reality systems could be incorporated to allow users to inter-
act with a wide variety of platforms as well as platforms which are currently not physically
feasible. Future implementations could also use other specific application-based tasks that
requires sequencing of more precise, granular movements using high-level commands. Com-
putational storage is increasingly cheap and accessible (via the cloud); hence the size of the
ECL need not be limited. This approach is a step toward reducing kinesthetic mismatch
in various human-robot interaction (HRI) applications and can pave the way for a nuanced
motion imitation scheme.
The user study conducted highlighted the strengths and limitations of the proposed
framework. Nontechnical users felt their designs were implemented successfully on two dis-
tinct platforms with minimal training. However, poses that can be generated are limited to
the the content of the ECL. This means that a mismatch in notions of space-access between
users and super-users gives poor results.
6.1 Expressivity Metric for Interface Design
The next extension to this project could be to allow novice users to operate robotic platforms
installed on this framework and evaluate the interface architecture relative to a joint-angle-
by-joint-angle command architecture. Current popular interface rating scales are NASA
Task Load Index (TLX) [43] and Cooper-Harper Rating Scale [44]. Both these scales are
subjective for measuring user work load and fail to capture interface capabilities independent
of user’s prior expertise level. Therefore, there is a need of a metric that quantitatively qualify
the intuitive capabilities of a machine interface. To this end, we proposed the development
of a machine metric that objectively measures the expressivity content of an interface. Here,
expressivity content of a system refers to the wide variety of complex tasks that could be
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accomplished with a minimum work load.
We would like to use a combination of an objective metric and a questionnaire technique
to evaluate our platform. On the one hand, the established TLX surveys are used extensively
in HRI literature, but leave little descriptive record of the platform use, that may be used
to improve future versions of the system. Thus, we’d like to supplement this style of user
survey with a more in depth evaluation on trained, informed users. Further, it seems using
this scale within robotics control interface research has promise beyond this project.
To supplement current subjective questionnaire methods of evaluating HRI, we propose
a metric that aligns with our perception of expressivity for user’s interaction with machines.
Along the way, we want to make conclusions about what factors contribute to characterize a
machine as expressive. Current rating scales have shown that user’s experience of interacting
with machines is subjective so it is difficult to quantize. To motivate the creation of this
metric, we analyze a simple virtual machine that draws lines or circles in two-dimensional
space. Figure 6.1 shows such machine along with various number of parameters required to
a draw a certain line or circle. For a purely vertical or horizontal line, only one parameter
or ‘knob’ determines where the line is in 2D space. Adding another knob can enable the
virtual machine to construct all kinds of angled lines. Similarly, the machine can construct
a circle if there is only one knob controlling the radius of the circle. However, to create all
kinds of a spiral design, the machine would require at least two knobs. Therefore, we can
conclude that the number of knobs and the number of times the knob is pressed to increase
value (of the parameter) can directly impact the expressive capabilities of the machine.
Using lessons from the simple virtual machine that users require a number of knobs and
follow a certain number of step to accomplish a task on a machine, we propose a metric,
M . This metric relates the total number of knobs, k, on the machine and the workload,
w, by the relationship in the equation below. Workload for the purpose of this metric is
defined as the number of physical steps taken to perform the task. These steps could be
recorded automatically as the uses engages with any knobs. Further extension of this metric
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Figure 6.1. This figure shows a simple virtual machine that creates straight or circular
lines and consists of various number of knobs. At least two knobs are required to make any
kind of straight line or a spiral shape in a 2D space. Reducing the number of knobs will
reduce the sample size of shapes that the machine could produce.
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needs to include the mental work load that the user performs to take the physical step
of engaging with the knobs. An example of such step is the user figuring out how many
times he is required to press a knob to achieve the desired input. The expressivity metric,
M : R2 → (0, 1] is defined as:
M =
1
w2k
(6.1.1)
If the task is to generate a complex movement in a robots and is accomplished by pressing
one knob once, the metric, M , gives this interaction a score of 1 and quantifies the interface
as expressive. The metric approaches 0 if the task requires lots of knobs and lots of steps to
control individual joints to produce a complex movement. This metric defines an expressive
machine as one that requires minimum knobs and steps to accomplish a complex task. More
work needs to be done to refine this metric for the purpose of generating robotic movement.
Further on, user studies can evaluate the efficacy of using this command architecture in
time-sensitive tasks to test the correlation of the subjective rating with the metric, M .
Let us now consider an example of a commonly used machine to evaluate the usefulness
of the proposed metric. Figure 6.2a shows the current interface of a microwave oven. This
particular model consists of 22 total buttons to set time, power level and turn the machine
on or off. If the task is to set the machine at 15 minutes, the workload is 5 steps: press 1,
press 5, press 0, press 0, press start. The metric, M , gives this machine a score of 0.0018.
M =
1
w2k
=
1
52 ∗ 22 = 0.0018 (6.1.2)
After making some conclusions about the buttons that users actually use in a microwave,
we propose a modified interface design as shown in figure 6.2b with the help of our metric, M .
Since the user doesn’t require the entire range of available time options, we have decreased
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.2. This figure show two different microwave interfaces. 6.2a is an example of a
current microwave interface containing 22 buttons to set time, power level and turn it
on/off. Figure 6.2b is an modified interface, inspired by the metric M , and has only three
buttons to set time and turn the machine on/off.
the number of button to the bare minimum that includes commonly used setting times for
a microwave oven. This design consists of only three buttons: +30 second, +5 minutes,
and start/stop button. To accomplish the same task of setting the machine at 15 minutes,
require a workload of 4 steps: press +5 minutes button three time and press start button.
The metric, M , gives this machine a score of 0.0208 which is higher than the value for the
original interface design confirming that the modified design is more expressive than the
original design. Further work for the given metric is to include the mental work that the
user has to perform for the given interface. In this example, the mental work is concluding
that to get 15 minutes, the 5 minute knob needs to be pressed three times.
6.2 Extensions from Engineering and Arts
Future work will incorporate further high-level movement ideas into human-operated sys-
tems. For example, the Shape and Effort categories from LBMS can be used to delineate
further information as in [45] where Effort parameters specify the trajectory of the motion
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primitive over time. Currently, Space and Body categories were the source of inspiration
to specify pose. Adding Effort and Shape categories would dictate how the movement is
generated between these poses and would provide the user with a wide variety of movements
for the same spatial intent.
Moreover, hybrid approaches could marry the benefits of current joint-angle-by-joint-
angle architectures with this high-level approach and could leverage layers of autonomy such
as computer vision to further refine the low-level behavior of the platform given a high-level
user command. Currently, data-driven approaches such as neural network approximation
have been used in teleoperation to map full body human motion capture data to a human
robot as in [46]. For our purposes, data-driven learning approaches could be used to de-
termine the exact (or provide a probabilistic definition for the) pose entries in the ECL
database.
This chapter proposed multiple extensions to the work of this thesis from expanding the
framework to include parameters for high-level movement ideas regarding how the movement
is generated to practical implementation of the framework to allow novice users to generate
complex movement on robotic platforms with minimum technical training.
6.3 Publication
The work done in this thesis produced the following publication:
• A. Jang Sher, U. Huzaifa, J. Li, V. Jain, and A. LaViers, “A platform- invariant
architecture for high-level spatial robotics commands”, under review IROS 2017.
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Appendix A
User Study Data
This section contains the data collected in user study part one in form of questionnaires as
shown in Figures A.1, A.3, A.5, A.7, A.9, A.11. A.13, A.15, and A.17. These question-
naires contain the context that the user picked, written description of their movement in
words as well as Motif representation of their movement. Figures A.2, A.4, A.6, A.8, A.10,
A.12. A.14, A.16, and A.18 show screen captures of human actor’s movement data in (a),
user commands used for movement translation to robots in (b), screen captures of Baxter’s
movement translation in (c) and screen captures of NAO’s movement translation in (d) for
each movement sequence.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure A.2. P1-1 movement screen capture of the human actor, Baxter and NAO along
with user commands.
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(d)
Figure A.4. P1-2 movement screen capture of the human actor, Baxter and NAO along
with user commands.
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(d)
Figure A.6. P1-3 movement screen capture of the human actor, Baxter and NAO along
with user commands.
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(d)
Figure A.8. P1-4 movement screen capture of the human actor, Baxter and NAO along
with user commands.
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(d)
Figure A.10. P1-5 movement screen capture of the human actor, Baxter and NAO along
with user commands.
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(d)
Figure A.12. P2-1 movement screen capture of the human actor, Baxter and NAO along
with user commands.
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Figure A.14. P2-2 movement screen capture of the human actor, Baxter and NAO along
with user commands.
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Figure A.16. P2-3 movement screen capture of the human actor, Baxter and NAO along
with user commands.
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(d)
Figure A.18. P2-4 movement screen capture of the human actor, Baxter and NAO along
with user commands.
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